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FROM THE
ROCKLAND HEIGHTS BULB FARMS
HILLSDALE, MICHIGAN

Just a Little Greeting For You, Friends, For Spring of 1925

Shortage of our immense stock stops us from issuing a catalog for this year on Gladioli Bulbs. Many of the large Seed and Bulb houses have found us a good place to get their Bulbs and they have made such a drain on our bulb supply that we are only going to offer to our real friends while they last these
had. The prices quoted are prepaid anywhere in the United
pure and free from disease. Will refund if dissatisfied.

This list does away with all other lists.

ADDITIONAL OFFERINGS
For every dollar's worth ordered, one Crimson Glow Free. (Ruffled.) Or one Glory of Kenmerland, your choice.

OUR REAL BARGAIN COUNTER OFFERINGS
Each color named and sent separate. You get named stock just the same, each in separate sack.

Offer A—
25 Bulbs made up of Giant Reds, Wines, Scarlet and Orange. Regular price $2.50—Now $1.50 prepaid

Offer B—
25 Bulbs made up of all Whites, best kinds, each named in separate package, now $1.50, yes, prepaid.

Offer C—
Made up of all Yellows and Creams, very choice. real $4 value, but now you get 25 Bulbs delivered to your house for the low price of $1.50

Offer D—
25 Bulbs of Shell Pink, Flesh, Apple Blossom, Salmon, extra choice. Will let them go to you right to your door at $1.00.

Offer E—
25 Bulbs of Orange, Salmon, Sunset, Scarlet shades, beautiful Rainbow, high class kinds, well worth $4.50, but we offer them for $2.00

Rockland Heights Premium Collection


Hollywood Special Mixture Below
A real live mixture, not grown as a mix, but each Bulb selected and put up not named, at the ridiculous low price of $1.00 delivered

Get Acquainted Offer
50 Fine Bulbs, all colors, grown as a mixture, light colors predominating, prepaid to you $1.00

Then better still, one hundred Bulbs for $1.75

50 Fine Bulbs of Rainbow Improved Mixture, all colors, strong new kinds at $1.50

One hundred Bulbs same thing, $2.50 prepaid

Now Listen to This Radio Message
Now, if you would like quite a number of either of the above two mixtures—"Get Acquainted Offer or "Rainbow Improved Mixture," we will sell you the next size smaller Bulbs from half inch to one inch at just half the prices quoted for the above. (Will they bloom?) Yes, they should all bloom, but not as early as the larger bulbs. They should bloom the last of August and September and give you large handsome Bulbs for the next season, at a very low cost to you. Many are doing this thing to get a fine start at a low cost. But if you should desire to have early blooms, better get the larger Bulbs at prices quoted. This small bulb offer does not apply to any other of the offers, just these two.

Print your name and address plainly so there will be no mistake, naming the route, street address. After writing it, read it carefully to see that it is still no mistake so the Bulbs will come to you.

All the Bulbs will come to you parcels post when the weather will permit shipment without freezing enroute. Next year we shall try to get out a colored catalog and you shall have one.
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